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The Design Research Framework Process by Easterday, Lewis and Gerber (2016)
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Sketching the DBR process to solve a watercolor artist problema. How to make an individual basic

income of US$64,800/year (the median average salary for a middle class citizen in the USA).
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Phase FIVE Description Illustrative Activities

(subject to iteration)

There are a few sub-prototypes to build in this particular case. Each sub-prototype works as a 

component in the solution of a larger prototype. Today, I will illustrate the BUILD concept, with one of 

these sub-prototypes, the one related to the pricing structure for watercolors. 

In art, the final pricing depends on several factors.  For Example: The limited offer of the author 

paintings in comparison with the large demand that the paintings hold. The quality. The uniqueness: It 

is the strangeness, outlandish, extraordinary, perplexing, astonishing, mysterious, exotic, enigmatic, 

inexplicable elements of the artwork that makes a piece of art a delightful experience to hang out on a 

specific space. That combo of characteristics for creating uniqueness makes that piece of art more 

valuable than others. If clients hold art literacy (they know about art), other factors intervene: if the 

piece of art shows amazing hard work mixed with supreme quality and its uniqueness. And if the art-

creation touches the soul of the buyer, in a “only one of its kind” way. There is a subjective factor 

involved.

Variables of Pricing

1. Subjects: 

There are different subjects in art: From landscapes, to floral, to abstracts, to semi-abstracts, to 

portraits, to locations to seascapes, to dogs, to wild-life, to still-life, to intergalactic cosmos, etc.  Each 

client has its preferences, but preferences are subject to be shaped during at least 20 to 30 years, after 

birth by parents, family, friends, school, extracurricular activities, surroundings, decoration trends, 

fashion and media. The importance of learning that wall art must be original, takes time. 

• Observe how 

interesting is to 

build a general 

prototype of 

sub/prototypes.

• Because of time 

restrictions I will 

show you only the 

prototype of 

pricing, 

considering the 

following 

variables.
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Phase FIVE Description Illustrative Activities (subject to iteration)

Variables of Pricing Sub-Prototype:

2. Size:  The size of an oeuvre varies. Typical sizes depend 

on the format of the sheets sold by paper producers. In 

watercolor the typical measurement is the Imperial size. It 

is recommended to segment per a range of sizes including 

the frame. The Print-on demand industry has standardized 

the sizes for paper under the ISO216 or the US Paper Size 

or similar, in consequence already built frames are 

standardized too. Watercolors should be sized accordingly 

taking into consideration the available paper and the size 

of the accessible frames. Of course, if clients require tailor 

made sizes, then these are also part of the equation. 

A basic size range could be:

XS: Extra small                

S: Small             

M: Medium              

L: Large             

XL: Oversized

• Observe how interesting is to build proposals about pricing using 

several variables. Here it is the size variable explained.
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Inspiration Conceptualize 
Sketch & 

Design
Earlier study Drawing Painting Framing

Phase FIVE Description Illustrative Activities

(subject to iteration)

3. Artist Production time: Depending on the size and the degree of difficulty of the artwork, watercolor artists may 

spend a short or many hours on the painting production. To produce an artwork requires to go in phases with different 

periods of time (measured in hours). The total production time is the sum of each of the phase hours from inspiration to 

framing. 

4. Experience: There are several categories in this variable, from art student, prodigious (those with natural skills), 

emerging, mature or the masters most experienced ones. 

Every single watercolor artist must join a stamp of approval process or certification procedure that allows them to hold a 

signature of professional artist that helps them to reach accountability and reliability of their artwork, and increase the 

value of its brand name, regardless if they hold a formal art degree or not. 

Watercolor Societies, Museums, Art Centers, Art Associations and Universities with Art Degrees, play a crucial role to 

provide the mechanisms to prepare future artists to fulfill the established criteria on how to provide/reach that signature 

level. 

Finally, the government validates professional watercolorists with a license of P. W. A. (Professional Watercolor Artist) 

that must be stated in each painting (next to the signature). 

5. Artist Brand Name:  Each artist has a particular brand in the paintings market. The brand may come by several 

factors: the degree of success when selling, the demand of the artist oeuvres, the uniqueness of his/her artwork,  

personal notoriety (fame) and/or the recognition (in terms of reputation and distinction acknowledged by the art 

community, dealers and collectors, and in terms of awards & acceptance from watercolor societies, intl. contests and 

original accomplishments)
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Phase FIVE Description Illustrative Activities (subject to iteration)

5. Demand Trends: Interior designers and architects play a pivotal role 

when advising clients to decorate walls. Tendencies change over time. For 

instance, in minimalist houses, probably the nonfigurative subject has more 

demand; meanwhile the type of wall art required for a Mid-Century Modern 

house is completely poles apart. The wall art final decision is a personal 

choice of the house owners. If house owners are art acknowledgeable or are 

aware of the importance of original art (not prints), this will play a pivotal 

role in the future demand markets trend to develop again. Do not forget 

that each design housing style to its own, requires a different type of art 

subject and style: Eclectic Chic, Modern Industrial, Transitional (Modern 

Traditional), Modern Farmhouse, Contemporary, Classic, Scandinavian, 

Shabby Chic, Nautical, Mediterranean, Crafty, Rustic, Asian Design, Tropical, 

Vintage, Victorian, Bohemian, Hollywood Glam, etc.

Interior Designers and Architects require to be re-trained in art and art 

pricing, because usually they influence the householders when it comes to 

the final wall art decision. 

Watercolor Artists should look to find particular niches of work to reach 

different interior design styles, and earn a unique expertise for 

differentiation in between other artists.
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Phase FIVE Description Illustrative

Activities

(subject to

iteration)

6. Intermediary: Gallery (physical or online) The price of a piece of art depends if the oeuvre is sold directly by the artist or by 

galleries or art dealers, who always charge between 50% to 20% commission fee. The reselling of a piece of art also applies to 

auctions (we will explore this topic later). The gallery owners have the contact with HNWI or collectors who serve the upper high-

end class, that buy pieces with the solely purpose to then sell them later in the secondary market, or as per request.

7. Shipping expenses: Artists must consider shipping expenses when pricing the sale in the format of D2C (Direct to consumer).

8. Scarcity: (it is not the same to sell one unique oeuvre, compared with a collection or group of quasi-identicals paintings by the 

same author). In addition, the originality of the author must be respected by other artists, so please those who engage as 

professional artists must not copy the art of others. 

9. Technical difficulty: When it comes to paint on paper, in watercolor there are several resources to do it, and the techniques 

vary in triggering the final result. Those who know, can easily detect when artists use brushes, markers or pencils or sticks. The 

brush application of the pigment is clearly the most difficult one, a top criteria to consider when it comes to pricing. In addition, 

watercolor has different techniques: wet on dry, wet on wet, a mix of both.

If the composition and the subject painted requires attention to fine details that is more difficult than a nonrepresentational one, 

and the price should be adjusted accordingly.

10. Quality of materials is crucial: Watercolors painted with professional quality materials should be priced differently than the 

input used by students or semi-professional ones. 
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Phase FIVE Description Illustrative Activities

(subject to iteration)

9. Expected Production Duration of the oeuvre: In comparison to other mediums, watercolors must overcome the 

misunderstanding that don’t last. If properly cared, watercolors are as durable as oil paintings and last centuries. If 

watercolors are done with premium quality pigments, good quality paper, are kept out of direct light and are protected 

by a sheet of filtered glass or plexiglass that blocks 98% ultraviolet light, then we can enjoy them indefinitely (1)

10. Omnichannel Sales: More and more, watercolorists can employ multiple omnichannel options to sell. Each option 

has its pros and cons. Ecommerce marketplaces as Fine Art America or Saatchi were an option to sell original art, not 

anymore since they also sell print on demand products. Art craft massive marketplaces as ETSY are an alternative but 

not the unique option.  D2C platforms are a duty for every artist. Art Fairs, Galleries and Watercolor Society exhibitions 

are also another sales channel. Independent dealers with HNWI connections have been until today the best bet for 

selling art.

11. Demand-Supply of art projections. It is critical to calculate the present and future demand per segment per 

market (new householders, corporate offices, tourism locations, etc). Calculate the supply of art creations per year, per 

location, is also required. 

Secondary market – Collectors (this is the place where the speculation happens, in detriment to the artist 

revenues).

At this stage of the prototype, we decided to separate this piece of work in another analysis, for another prototype that 

needs to be studied independently.
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Phase FIVE Description Illustrative Activities

(subject to iteration)

Once the variables have been defined, then the prototype for pricing emerges:

• Please note that we have considered quantitative and qualitative variables

• Each context where art is sold has its own variations. For example, in a place where there are 

remarkable and large number of high-quality watercolorists, the balance between supply and 

demand is different than in a location where there are less watercolorists. 

• The pricing model only works if the “print on demand” of original art is banned all over the world. 
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Phase FIVE Description Illustrative

Activities (subject

to iteration)

Why the “print on demand of original art” should be banned under the premises of this 

pricing prototype?

• In order to save the original watercolor supply market, the “print on demand” of original artworks 

must be banned all over the world. 

• In addition, a new regulation must be designed to stop reproduction of printed art unless handled 

and authorized by the art-makers in limited collection. 

• The print on demand web marketplaces must be reserved only to photographers or graphic 

designers, who need to print their works. The pricing of  photography is another prototype that 

shouldn´t compete with the handmade original art prototype for selling “original pieces of art” 

under our model.
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Please remember today lesson: 
Original Art is not a commodity. 

Once artists engage in working hard to gain experience and obtaining a 

professional stamp of approval, their art should be highly appreciated 

and valued.

Art owners should see art as a long-term investment that “go up in 

price” with time. For that to happen art quality production is required.

Original Art is not a common article of trade to sell as a printed 

merchandising 

Original Art must not be produced to sell it as a printed photocopy

When we confuse art as an input for the “print on demand” 

corporations, we are destroying the foundations and premises of our 

own industry forever. 04-Sep-21
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